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Winding up of AVANZ Inc.
It is that time of the year when AVANZ holds its Business meetings and AGM, which have had a little more
significance than usual as AVANZ was to wind up its status as an Incorporated body. So for the information of
our dwindling numbers here is the progress report.
At the Annual General Meeting, it was formally agreed to Wind up the Association as an incorporated body.
There is one further step to take with a Confirmation of this winding up to take place on March 16th in Levin.
Those current members will have received notification of this meeting by E Mail or by post as well as minutes of
the AGM and the General meeting that followed the AGM.
The funds held by AVANZ (Inc) will be transferred to the new sub committee of the Vintage Technical
committee to be known as NZMAA– AVANZ., and be used as before for AVANZ matters, such as the
publishing of this Newsletter, AVANZ flying meetings such as the Gareth Newton meet and the like. The Plans
Service will remain as a self-funding service. 
AVANZ as a sub committee of NZMAA Vintage Tech Committee.
At an inaugural meeting of the “new” AVANZ it was agreed that the sub committee financial year be changed to
be that of the Vintage Tech committee as a tidying up matter. The “new” AVANZ AGM was agreed to be held
immediately after the Vintage Tech committee AGM at the Nationals each year.
Rules and recommendations.
The AVANZ sub committee can only recommend matters that have national implications to the Technical
committee, but can make any changes to their own events or procedure.
Gareth Newton Meeting changes.
As the Gareth Newton event is an AVANZ event the meeting agreed to two format changes. These included 
A) The dropping of Old Time and Nostalgia HLG from the event, and 
B) The combining of OT and Nos classes into one event where the numbers warranted. This latter change is

not allowed for in current NZMAA rules but  be applied by AVANZ to their events. 
Replica Classes 
It was noted that the current rule book had the engine size as 0.5 cc. For Miniature Replica. This has since been
checked with Paul Lagan who has confirmed that this was a typing error and the correct engine size is 0.55 cc so
that it accommodates the PAW .55 and Dart diesels. So correct those rulebooks.
A proposal has been made to lift the model size and engine limit for Nos Replica to a 1/2A size model, as this
was a more relevant class for the era. Rex Bain has an article elsewhere in this Newsletter covering this. 
R/C Class A Texaco   
This Class is popular in the Auckland region and it was proposed at the meeting that it be investigated for
inclusion in the NZMAA rulebook. The Auckland group run their events to US SAM rules which seems to be
satisfactory. These are for engine size between  .05 and .20 cu in, Min wing load of 10oz/sq.ft, fuel allotment 14
ml (the Auckland group use Humbrol paint cans for this) , must have Engine cut off, no throttle used in flight.
3 attempts for 2 official flights (not best 2 out of 3). Max flight time 15 minutes. Flyer may declare an attempt
any time up to 4 minutes of flight time. ROG (though I understand Hand launch is used in the rough fields.)
You may have a model that is suitable for this to give it a trial to see how you feel about it. 
Combining classes at a National level
Currently the NZ rules do not allow for the combining of Old Time and Nostalgia classes in one event. In some
cases this means that neither class is flown when the entry in each is low. It was felt that the Contest Director
should be allowed the discretion to combine the classes in these cases allow a competition to be held. For this it
would need to be clearly advised in the Contest meeting notice that this combination of classes would be
available and the conditions in which this would occur e.g. less than 2 entries in a class
Bonus Points
The question was put as to whether it was appropriate to add bonus points to each flight in OT events. In
particular it was felt that doing this in precision events was detracting from the prime aim of getting a accurate
flight time.   
  
Well quite a bit to digest there. Remember apart from the correcting of the OT Min Replica motor size and the
Gareth Newton meet organisation the rest are discussion points. So lets have some Feedback on them

Graham Main.  Secretary AVANZ
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AVANZ 70 Page 2 Left:
George Bolt with his twin Pusher. Won a trophy at the
Canterbury Model Aero Club in 1912 with a distance of 1200
feet plus.
R Bolt collection

AVANZ 70  Page 2 Right:
George Bolts petrol model 9 foot span 25cc
engine   R Bolt collection.

GARETH NEWTON MEET 8/9 FEB 2003

AVANZ 70 Page 5 Left: C.D Neil McDougall with his Korda which
flew too well in precision at Gareth Newton Meet.
 

Right: Henry Grocock of SAM 1928
with his scaled down Miss Philly IV
R/C Duration model

Left: Graham Lovejoy with his Lulu for
OT F/F Duration.

Right: Ivan Treen with his Snipe 0.75cc
diesel powered 

Leftt: John Selby with his new Vespa 
Italian design for R/C Duration and Precision.
Yet to be decorated. 

Right: Frank Higgins from Tauranga with the
R/C Duration winning Lanzo Bomber



Left: CD and general host 
Neil McDougall with his Yardstick, 
Winner of Nos Duration.  

Right: Alan Sissons of the Levin Club with
his Black Magic. 

55TH NZMAA NATIONALS DEC2002/JAN2003 Vintage Events
 
Left: Alan and Rose Douglas
 in repose by the Modelair
Skyrocket The only spark ignition
model flown
Right: Graham Main with his
Stomper and Mills 1.3

Left: Martin Evans with his
 Flying Midget OT Precision 
Model
Right: Martin with his full size
Thermalist. He found conditions
too light to be able to tow the
model up.

Left: The Scott team of Bernard
and Sue with the OT rubber 
Mercury. And left, Sue launching
 The Lucifer in Nos Glider 

Left: George Thorpe packs 
the turns into the Akron while
right he holds his Nos. .Power
 Near Miss  



Left: Paul Evans of SAM
 1928 launches his Diamond
 Demon used in OT Power
 and Precision
Right: Ron Aird of Feilding
Prepares his Blomgren for OT
Rubber.

Left: Tony Taylor from
Wellington has that winning
smile as he did with his
Bobcat Nos. Glider

Right: Tony again with the
Lamb Climber, 2nd in OT
Rubber

Left: John Selby shows off
his toned and tuned body
while launching Neil
McDougall’s  Nos Glider
 Mad’s Dream.

Right: Des Walker with his
Gollywock for OT Rubber.

Left: Brian Crocker from the
Roskill Club with his small
diesel powered jobs. On the
left a Flyabout and right a
scaled down Trenton Terror.
Lovely work and finish.

Right: the
Acme engine that was the prize for the 1939 Texaco
event won by Reg Truman for the Auckland MAC
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